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RESTAURANTS & BARS

The largest hotel on Hong Kong Island, The Excelsior features an extensive portfolio of
restaurants and bars offering international cuisine and live entertainment.
ToTT’s and Roof Terrace
Located at the top of the hotel, on the 34th floor, ToTT’s and Roof Terrace offer a unique
combination of indoor and outdoor dining, a sophisticated seafood and grill menu designed
for discerning gourmands, and exhilarating views of Victoria Harbour and the stunning city
skyline. Customers looking for an excellent night out with fine food and wine and
comprehensive cocktails in a contemporary environment will find ToTT’s and Roof Terrace
the place to be.
Yee Tung Heen Chinese Restaurant
Located on the second floor of the hotel, Yee Tung Heen brings a new standard of Cantonese
fine dining to Hong Kong and has gained international acclaim for its distinctive, authentic
Cantonese cuisine and delicious dim sum specialities. An elegant tea counter at the restaurant
entrance enables guests to choose from a range of premium teas that has been specially
selected from all over China. The menu perfectly illustrates the sophisticated techniques in
crafting authentic Cantonese cuisine, with the best of seasonal specialties, and touches of
modern flair. Lunch-time dim sum creations are not to be missed as well. Yee Tung Heen has
been selected as one of Hong Kong’s Best Restaurants from 1997 to 2015 by Hong Kong
Tatler and Michelin Guide Hong Kong and Macau 2015 recommended restaurant.
Cammino
Authentic Italian cuisine prepared with passion and served with a wide range of interesting
wines for a memorable dining experience. Contemporary setting complemented by warm
colour-toned furnishings and decoration exude a welcoming Italian flair.
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Café on the 1st
With spectacular harbour views, Café on the 1st is open daily and boasts one of the best
buffets in Hong Kong along with a comprehensive à la carte menu. Speciality food counters
enable you to watch our Chefs preparing your food right in front of you in this bright and
colourful restaurant. Also, a range of artisan cakes are available for sale for discerning
gourmands.

EXpresso
EXpresso, our lobby coffee bar offers freshly brewed premium Italian illy coffee. A variety
of gourmet sandwiches, fresh salads, home made pastries as well as Lord Stow’s original egg
tarts from Macau whenever you need a deliciously quick meal.

Dickens Bar
A legend in itself, this popular sports pub has been drawing a loyal following since the
opening of the hotel. Only the finest seasonal ingredients are used to create a range of hearty
British food with a twist on tasty classics, and a wide range of draft beers make this the
ultimate watering hole. Our famous curry lunch buffet is an experience in itself, as is the
exciting atmosphere during the live broadcast of a world-class sporting event.
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